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Abstract. With the advancement of technologies so does the data collection method which creates a large, rapid, and diverse stream of data. Statistic Indonesia (BPS) has also encouraged to utilize this by starting to collect geospatial information on respondents and public facilities. To keep up with this a change needs to be made in processing methods to accommodate massive, high-dimensional, and multiform data collected in different forms such as machine learning. This progression also opens up a new opportunity for tackling various statistical data problems such as accessibility and location data. Remote sensing is one of the big data sources that undergoes a lot of changes shown in the high spatial and temporal resolution satellite imagery availability, together with the BPS geotagging data shows great promise in classifying land use and geospatial analysis. Even so, there are still some challenges in remote sensing as well as other geospatial data utilization. The goals of this review paper are to study the opportunities and challenges in utilizing remote sensing, geospatial data, and machine learning for accessibility and location information. In this paper, we explore the possibilities and limitations in its implementation into SDGs indicators that involve accessibility and location data such as indicators 9.1.1, 11.1.1, 11.2.1, 11.3.1, and 11.7.1 including other variables needed for the calculation like access to public facilities. Moreover, our experiment using geotagging data shows potential in improving proportion estimation when compared to using a simple ratio. Our DEGURBA following the UN definition using machine learning LULC for dasymetric mapping also provides more insight compared to the existing data. We can conclude that there are great opportunities in applying remote sensing and other geospatial data to monitor the accessibility and location to further sustainable development in Indonesia.

1. Introduction

To ensure prosperity while considering sustainability for both developed and developing nations, the United Nations proposed a program by the name of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for the good of human beings and the sustainability of the planet by 2030. Even then, Indonesia still lacks the necessary way to monitor the much-needed SDGs indicator. In 2021, BPS could only provide 92 out of 289 SDGs second-edition indicators by either itself or with stakeholders with only 50 that meet the global metadata [1]. This means that since the global indicator framework for Sustainable Development Goals was developed and agreed upon in March 2017, one-third of the allocated time has passed but
BPS can’t even provide one-fifth of the indicators that meet the global metadata essential for reaching these goals.

This is due to a vast number of these indicators either can’t be calculated using the conventional method or the cost of using the conventional method is too massive. The census in Indonesia was done once every 10 years and it applies to population, agriculture, and economic census. While on the year in between, data was collected using estimates from surveys which only available in villages, districts, regencies, or other levels above. Meanwhile, if the metadata were to be followed, data on a smaller unit was necessary and the data would need to be disaggregated. This limitation and unavailability of the required data added to the lack of resources both human and monetary leads to the indicator released in 2022 not being up to global parameters [1].

At the same time, technology has advanced so much that other means of data collection are available. Remote sensing data has become widely used along with machine learning as a new means of data processing and analysis. One of the remote sensing data is satellite imagery which provides spatial information on surface reflection daily and is publicly available which has proven to be applicable and helped in all kinds of fields such as crop monitoring [2], [3], or disaster relief [4]–[6]. This advancement in technology has also provided us with other forms of data other than traditional tables such as road network maps or public facilities geotagging. This data could also be used to monitor SDGs indicators such as monitoring the ratio of land consumption rate to population growth rate [7], [8] or even monitor the accessibility of public facilities such as school [9] or healthcare [10].

BPS (Statistic Indonesia) has also implemented this technology by starting to collect respondent geotagging data which provides the geolocation of respondents’ residents. While it was meant to provide more accurate data such as by name and address, and an effort to provide geospatial data of the corresponding census or survey, it can also be utilized for other means such as mapping Degree of Urbanization (DEGURBA), analyzing disaster/hazard risk, or accessibility. Several other sources that provide geospatial data in Indonesia are OpenStreetMap (OSM) which offers data such as public facilities, road maps, or railway track maps, and Ina-geospatial which acts as Indonesia’s national geoportal.

With the availability of these new data sources and the usage of machine learning so are the opportunities to apply it to analyze location and accessibilities to better support sustainable development in Indonesia. To that end, DEGURBA data is vital since several SDGs indicators that focus on accessibility were divided into rural or urban areas. While DEGURBA data was not yet available in Indonesia, other data that could be used to obtain it was readily available. Other than that, disaster risk analysis can only be done by using spatial data using locations and past or possible disaster maps.

Despite all the opportunities provided by remote sensing and other spatial data with earth observation data and machine learning, there is still some hurdle that needs to be tackled. The availability and quality of the collected spatial data such as public facilities location, road maps, or disaster maps still leave some room for improvement. The diversity in Indonesia’s land cover also makes feature selection to improve accuracy to be quite challenging. To fully utilize remote sensing, spatial data, and machine learning, we need to identify all the challenges. Therefore, in this paper, we would like to study and explore the opportunities and challenges of remote sensing, spatial data, and machine learning in obtaining accessibility and location information for sustainable development in Indonesia by studying past research and doing a comparison with the current state in Indonesia.

2. Remote Sensing, Machine Learning, and Geospatial Data
As the city and population grow, so does the need for infrastructure and facilities to keep up with the public needs. While there are already surveys by Statistics Indonesia such as the socioeconomic surveys (SUSENAS) that monitor access to public facilities, it was still crude at the very best. This was due to the question in SUSENAS not considering accessibilities in the term that a facility was within a reachable distance and doesn’t need an extra effort to access it but consider that a population has access to a facility if the population used that facility before. Thus, a better way to monitor accessibility and even the location of residents and infrastructure is of the utmost importance.
2.1. Remote Sensing
Remote sensing technologies have experienced a massive advancement in recent years. With each passing year, a new satellite was launched with improvements in sensor, resolution, bands, and revisit period. Different technologies were also equipped to better fulfill the different purposes of each satellite like collecting surface reflectance, monitoring sea surface, night light, air quality, etc. A higher resolution with more bands will provide more information which is useful in analysis. A higher image resolution also means a bigger data size and more bands mean more dimensionality in the data which in turn makes conventional analysis quite challenging.

2.2. Spatial Data
In recent years, Statistics Indonesia developed an application by the name of Wilkerstat (Statistical Working Area) to simplify the mapping process and keep the statistical working area up to date [11]. As time went on, the app evolved by providing geotagging capabilities which are already implemented in the recent census and survey, including the 2022 Social Economic Registration (REGSOSEK) and 2023 Agricultural Census. On top of that, the statistical working area was also changed from census blocks to SLS (lowest local administrative area). Not only does it make data consistencies between institutions possible, but it also helps to provide insight into the local government.

2.3. Machine Learning
Machine Learning has become a staple in analyzing remote sensing and spatial data because of its ability to process a large amount of data in a short period and its ability to take on many variables. Machine learning algorithms are also versatile in their usability which can be applied to remote sensing data to create a Land Use Land Cover (LULC) map [2], [3], [12]–[16], land change detection [17], and dasymetric mapping of population density [18]–[21] which is integral to classifying the degree of urbanization (DEGURBA) [22]–[24]. It can also be used to detect areas of interest such as built-up areas [25]–[27] and oil palm detection [28], or used to map poverty [29]–[31].

3. Opportunities and Challenges
The opportunities and challenges were made per UN SDGs indicator metadata by reviewing past research and guidelines made by the corresponding International Organization responsible for global monitoring. Some experiment was also conducted to explore the applicability of each indicator, data, and method in Indonesia due to difference in concept and definition in several variables.

3.1. The Proportion of Population with Access to Public Facilities
While there are all different kinds of public services, quality education, and health care are an integral part of a country's development. Therefore, an inclusive learning environment and affordable healthcare should be accessible to every population. The school enrollment rate in Indonesia in 2022 was 98.08 for the population aged 7-15 years old and 91.92 for the population aged 7-18 years old [32]. Whereas the proportion of the population with access to healthcare was 79.33 [33]. Since these numbers were based on SUSENAS, there are some weaknesses in which the school enrollment rate was not a good representation of an inclusive learning environment. While the school enrollment rate was high, cases where students had to travel a great distance or even had to stay in relatives' house to have access to education, was still common situation.

Based on regulation no 1 in the year 2021 by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology [34], a major proportion of school enrollment had to be based on the regional zonation of the school which is regulated by the local government. These regulations though, mainly can only be applied in urban areas. In West Java, a province with the largest population in Indonesia numbering 41,150 thousand [35], the education accessibility, especially for a higher level of education itself was moderate for middle-high school and moderate to low for high schools [9].

The same thing applies to healthcare access. The information collected through SUSENAS was limited to health insurance, diseases, and whether the population used a health facility such as a hospital
or not without taking into consideration the hardship of accessing those health facilities. Additional spatial data such as maps of residential areas, public facilities, and roads could be utilized to estimate the distances between schools and their students' residents or between hospitals and the patients' homes. This way, we could get the accessibility information at least from the distance perspective. Accessibility was crucial especially for healthcare facilities since it was closely related to risk measurement, particularly during an emergency such as labor or accident. Studies have been done on using road network data to calculate the driving distance between residential areas and public facilities. While straight line distance remains valid, driving distance and time which could be done using the SAS FILENAME URL method in SAS version 9.1 from Google Maps were still preferred especially in the area of emergency response where the result was sensitive to the smallest difference since the cost has become negligible [36]. The problem with straight-line distance though was its inability to put uncrossable areas such as lakes, rivers, mountains, or cliffs into consideration.

Another alternative was to use floating catchment areas (FCA) methods which assume that the population will only use services within their catchment areas. This method has also been modified using spatial decomposition which is then called a two-step floating catchment area method (2SFCAM), which not only accounts for the supply but also the demand [37], [38]. The application of 2SFCAM itself was calculated using the maximum travel time or catchment size. Further improvement was made by introducing distance decay because when the catchment size was too big, the method would start measuring ‘choice’ rather than accessibility [39]. Whereas in urban areas with heterogenous transportation methods, a multi-mode 2SFCAM was introduced since a single-mode 2SFCAM tends to over-estimate while under-estimate in rural areas [10].

3.2. Rural Area with Road Access
SDGs indicator 9.1.1 Proportion of the rural population who live within 2 km of an all-season road which is also commonly known as the Rural Access Index (RAI) is the measurement of the rural population living within 2 km of an all-season road [40]. To make this measurement, population data, DEGURBA data, and road data were essential [41]–[43]. This could be achieved by combining land cover maps from remote sensing and machine learning with population census data which resulted in the urban-rural map, then combining the result with road data that could be collected from RBI (Rupa Bumi Indonesia) map or OpenStreetMap.

The proportion of the rural population with access could be roughly estimated using the proportion of rural areas within 2 km of an all-season road to the overall rural area itself. Our experiments show that better estimation could be performed by utilizing geotagging data of each household (Figures 1 and 2). This was due to the geotagging location being exclusive to residents and excluding other areas such as fields, parking lots, markets, etc. However, This method was limited by the data availability whereas the geotagging data may be unavailable and needs to be updated regularly which puts a lot of financial burdens.

**Figure 1.** Rural area map (green part) with geotagging.

**Figure 2.** Geotagging in rural areas (yellow part) within 2 km of an all-season road.
While the method for the estimation was quite simple, the problem mainly lies in the street data. First, the official street data provided by RBI was outdated compared to OSM as seen in Figure 3, 4, and 5. Although the OSM maps themselves were not perfect, in most cases, the data was more complete compared to RBI maps (locations 1 and 2) since there are some areas where both maps are lacking (location 3), some areas even show that RBI maps have some faulty lines or imaginary roads (location 2). Another weakness of OSM data was that it was collected by volunteers and as a result the data quality or even concept and definition would vary in different locations.

### 3.3. The Proportion of the Population Living in Slums

The housing sector has been a common problem for every country since it correlates with the country’s economy. The biggest challenge in monitoring slums was the broad definition of slums itself since the term was highly politicized. To measure the Proportion of the urban population living in slums, informal settlements, or inadequate housing (SDGs indicator 11.1.1), UN-Habitat defines slums using criteria shown in Table 1 [44], [45].

While BPS already provided indicator 11.1.1 [1], it doesn’t follow the defining criteria from the metadata and only uses variables collected through SUSENAS such as access to water and sanitation, sufficient living area/overcrowding, and structural durability [46]. Meanwhile, variables such as accessibility (whether the disadvantaged and marginalized groups have their needs provided) and location (access to public services, employment opportunities, and not in risky areas) were obtainable by analyzing remote sensing, spatial data from Wilkerstat, and machine learning. Based on the metadata, risky areas encapsulate geological hazardous zones (earthquakes, landslides, floods, eruptions, etc.), polluted areas (high industrial pollution areas or under garbage mountains), and other unprotected high-risk zones (in the proximity of railroads, airports, energy transmission lines).
Table 1. Criteria defining slums, informal settlements, and inadequate housing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slums</th>
<th>Informal Settlements</th>
<th>Inadequate Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to water</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to sanitation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient living area, overcrowding</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural quality, durability, and location</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security of tenure</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural adequacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data such as LULC, soil type, slope, and elevation could be used to create a multi-hazard probability map [9] and combined with Wilkerstat data to map out housing in areas with a high probability of natural disasters. The multi-hazard risk map can also be made by feeding records of past natural disasters into a machine-learning algorithm [47]. Wilkerstat can also be combined with railroad/transmission lines data to map out housing in unprotected high-risk zones or with rivers connected to factories to map housing in polluted areas.

Albeit the past disasters information was available via Indonesia Disaster Information Data (DIBI) which is managed by the National Agency for Disaster Countermeasures, there are no available data about high pollution factories, garbage dump, or other polluted areas. Meanwhile, pollution in Indonesia has become a quite serious matter. Several studies have shown that the Citarum River which runs through several cities and regencies and is even the main water source for the population in the riverbank and even for the majority of Jakarta was very heavily polluted [48] and way past the ability of the water body to receive pollution load without causing pollution [49]. The possibility of remotely monitoring pollution has been explored such as monitoring sewage outfall through the usage of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) [50], soil heavy metal pollution monitoring using hyperspectral remote sensing and improved gradient boosting [51], and atmospheric air pollution modeling using Sentinel-5 and Google Earth Engine (GEE) [52].

3.4. The Proportion of Population with Access to Public Transportation

The goal of SDGs 11.2.1 (Proportion of the population that has convenient access to public transport, by sex, age, and persons with disabilities) was to monitor public transportation system usage and accessibility while reducing the population’s reliance on private transportation. The population was considered to have convenient access when a recognized stop was within 500 meters of walkable distance from the reference point (home, school, market, hospital) for low-capacity public transportation systems such as bus and 1 kilometer for high-capacity public transportation systems such as train [53]. The calculation of the indicator itself relies on public transport stop location, road network, population data, number of residences per dwelling unit, and demographic data. This indicator was calculated using DEGURBA data, public transport stop location, and road network data which is used to calculate the area within walking distance [53], [54]. The public transport stop location could be acquired by the transportation provider or on OSM feature using the Overpass API can also be used as a comparison.

Even then, this method was still very limited in terms of the convenience of the public transport system. This is caused by the method not taking into consideration performance like service frequency, capacity, or comfort. Public transportation should also consider the population’s affordability where according to the recommendation, no more than 5% of the poorest quintile of the population’s net household income should not be spent on transport which is collected in SUSENAS. The biggest challenge comes from the security perspective which comes down to the safety or security aspects. While reports of thief or sexual harassment in public transportation are in no way uncommon, there are no official statistics of such cases.
3.5. Land Consumption and Population Growth Rate

In recent years, the population growth rate in Indonesia has followed a declining trend numbering 1.22 in 2021 to 1.17 in 2022, and 1.13 in 2023 [55]. While the population growth itself has been decreasing, the population still increases each year which means that the development needs to keep up. SDGs indicator 11.3.1 (Ratio of Land Consumption Rate to Population Growth Rate) was proposed to monitor the change in land consumption and population growth to better understand why a city grows, what is the effect, how long the transition takes, and others that may help in future investment and planning [56]. Based on the metadata for indicator 11.3.1 [57], [58], the indicator can be calculated using a built-up area map (from LULC), population data, administrative map, and DEGURBA.

Since in Indonesia, there is no official LULC map, this data would need to be processed from other data like satellite imageries using machine learning. Unlike normal image data which only consists of Red, Green, and Blue, satellite imagery data were much more complex. Sentinel-2 bands for example consist of 12 bands including Red, Green, and Blue ranging from 443 nm to 2190 nm [59]. The environment in Indonesia as an archipelago was also very heterogeneous which makes creating a robust model for classifying LULC quite challenging due to the different environment characteristics of each region.

If the metadata were to be followed, this indicator also relies heavily on DEGURBA classification since it is focused on urban areas where most of the population lives. If there are no urban areas detected, then that region is left out. Figure 6 and 7 shows an experimental result of a comparison of areas classified as urban using the current definition by BPS and the definition by the UN in Dompu Regency. Currently, BPS still classifies urban and rural areas by village based on the available infrastructure (image A) compared to the DEGURBA definition by the UN and used as metadata for SDGs indicator which is based on the number of population per kilometer (image B). Image A in the first location shows that a lot of uninhabited area was considered to be urban since it was part of a village that was classified as urban while leaving a big portion of the built-up area because it belongs to the neighboring village. The second location shows a region that doesn’t have any urban area although it was densely populated because it doesn’t have the necessary infrastructure. Therefore, to better understand how the population and cities grow, the DEGURBA in Indonesia would also need to be improved.
3.6. Public Open Spaces
SDGs indicator 11.7.1 (Average share of the built-up area of cities that is open space for public use for all, by sex, age, and persons with disabilities) refers to the share of a city built-up areas that is open public spaces and the share of the population with access to open public spaces [60], [61]. The share of a city's built-up areas that are open public spaces was estimated by comparing the total area of open public spaces and the total area of land allocated to streets with the total area of the city. The share of the population with access to open public spaces was calculated by the total population living within 400 meters of walking distance from open public spaces to the total population within a city. Since not every city or regency in Indonesia doesn’t have open public space inventories, satellite imageries combined with machine learning can be used to identify potential public open spaces. Open data sources such as OSM also have polygon data of open public spaces in some cities which could contribute to the effort.

Object detection could be applied to satellite imagery to help identify open public spaces. This information could then be combined with the road network to either calculate the share of a city's built-up areas that is open public space or used to estimate the number of people living within 400 meters of walking distance from the open public spaces. To estimate the number of people, the ratio of built-up areas within 400 meters of walking distance to the total built-up (from LULC) area could be used. An alternative method was using the ratio of geotagged houses within 400 meters of walking distance to the total geotagged houses. The advantage of this method was that other uninhibited built-up areas such as factories were excluded.

Based on the UN Statistical Commission in its 51st Session (March 2020), DEGURBA was used as a workaround method to delineate cities which means that it will face the same problems as indicator 11.3.1. Another consideration to take was the usage of road network data where the quality of the available data was quite limited as explained in indicator 9.1.1. On top of that, both RBI and OSM road data were in the form of lines instead of polygons and it doesn’t have road width information which makes calculating the total area of land allocated to streets quite challenging.

4. Conclusion
Opportunities and challenges of remote sensing, geospatial data, and machine learning have been explored in this paper. This shows that data from remote sensing and other geospatial data have the potential as a data source for monitoring sustainable development. To optimize this potential, an effective method for classifying LULC, especially built-up areas needs to be developed and better road network data is required. The usage of machine learning on satellite imagery could also be used to help improve the road network data [62], [63] which is crucial for estimating population with road access or public facility accessibility.

Better built-up area information was crucial for a better DEGURBA map since it can be used as a variable in dasymetric mapping to delineate the population density. Combining surveys with spatial data such as geotagging is also beneficial since some information like accessibilities and location was hard to get just by relying on tables.

Some recommendations for improving monitoring sustainable development in Indonesia are:

a. Combining optic and radar satellite imagery to better classify LULC.

b. Implementing DEGURBA per the UN 51st Statistical Commission for more comparable data on an International scale.

c. Exploring the usage of object detection for extracting built-up areas in Indonesia.

d. Exploring the usage of machine learning for extracting road network data in Indonesia.
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